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INTRODUCTION

Pienaar Bros. (Pty.) Ltd. is a local manufacturer of 
PPE products. Our initial project in manufacturing 
began with our head protection plant to offer our 

own brand of product to our customer. 

We have a range of products that fits almost any 
industry with various styles available to the market. 

Much research and development has been 
invested in enhancing our products over time to 

ensure that we keep a step ahead with advancing 
times. 

Pienaar Bros. has a variety of options with our hard 
hat range starting with entry level options to 

premium comfort offerings. You will find a standard 
industrial option in head and face protection, as 

well as some unique products that we have 
developed over time. 
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OUR BRANDS

RHINO - The Rhino range of Hard Hats is our signature 
brand for Pienaar Bros. Offering various options to the 
market from the general industrial application to the 
underground mining requirements. This range offers a 4 
point suspension lining in all styles which include a 
peaked and a full brim option.

ATHOL - Our Athol range of Hard Hats is our stalwart 
product and has been a market favourite for many 
years. This range, too, offers various options to the 
market from the general industrial application to the 
underground mining requirements. Manufactured with 
a 6 point suspension lining, also offering a peaked and 
a full brim option.

HOME BASE - Introducing our newest addition to the 
headwear range, our own locally manufactured, Cloth 
Bump Cap. All materials are sourced locally, with the 
plastic shell being moulded in our factory. This cap is 
limited to general protection against head bumps in the 
warehouse and other factory settings where dangers of 
heavy impact or cap penetration are not a concern. 
Assembled with a sponge pad for added comfort and 
venting holes for airflow to reduce heat build-up. 
Offering a stylish option for protection.

WELD-LITE - This is our brand of Welding Helmet that is an 
entry level product, also manufactured on site for our 
customer base, being supplied out of various branches 
across the country and sub-Saharan. 

QUALITY GUARANTEE

The Pienaar Bros. quality guarantee assures our customers of a superior 
manufactured product, produced locally with locally sourced materials. All 
materials used in the manufacture of our moulded products are of the highest 
quality for strength, durability and endurance in the toughest conditions. Our 
full range of Hard hats are subjected to regular in house impact and 
penetration testing that meets with the SABS requirements in order to maintain 
our quality of protection for our valued customer. 
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OUR MATERIALS

We use locally sourced virgin materials 
in the manufacture of our range of 
Hard Hats to ensure the toughest 
defence for our head protection. We 
do not compromise any product by 
using sub-standard materials but 
rather the highest quality of best 
suited polymers per component. 

EMBOSSING

Incorporated into our manufacturing plant is our embossing section, otherwise 
known as Pad Printing. This function allows us to print almost any logo on our 
range of products, (as well as most of our competitor’s products). Ranging from 
business branding to site specified requirements relating to contract workers or 
inspectors. 

We currently operate two Pad Printing machines. A 2 colour and a 4 colour 
printing machine. A 4 colour print refers to a logo that holds four different colours 
within the design. For simpler logos or images or wording, we have the 2 colour 
printer for ease of operation. Although we refer to a 4 colour logo, our 
capabilities are not limited to only four colours. Just about anything is possible 
with our team’s expertise. 

We boast a varying range of plastics, all sourced and suited to various 
applications, depending on which product requires specified mechanical 
actions. From the standard hard hat to a high heat protection, we 
manufacture accordingly. 

Our list of polymers include:
HDPE, LLDPE, Acetal, Nylon and Polycarbonate. 
Pienaar Bros. also has a responsibility to the environment whereby we 
re-purpose our rejected or expired Hard Hats into other non-SABS approved 
products for general purpose. This helps us to reduce our carbon footprint.
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COLOURS

We stock our standard pallet of colours which is widely requested across the board. 
In most mining applications, varying colours represent different sections and teams. 
A general colour requirement comes down to business branding or personal 
preference. Pienaar Bros. also manufactures hard hats that glow in the dark for 
underground mining where required. This line is referred to as Hi-Glo in our product 
range. We also offer high visibility colours as well as specialised colours. Special 
colours can be accommodated but limited to minimum quantity requirements. 

As an added option to our Hard Hat 
range, we can accommodate reflective 
sticker requirements that can be made up 
to order. As a standard offering, all of our 
underground mining hard hats (our CLB & 
HLB range) are fitted with a reflective 
sticker on the integrated lamp holder 
above the peak. There are standard 
colours available for this option.

REFLECTIVE STICKERS

White   A29

Dark Green   A12

Reflective Pink  A19

Sky Blue   A4

Royal Blue   A1

Dark Pink   A20

Sasol Blue   A4SAS

Purple   A21

Red    A26

Light Green   A13

Yellow   A30

Grey    A10

Beige   A6

Powder Blue  A2

Gold    A36

Black    A7

Orange   A18

Hi-Glo   A16

Silver    A38

*Other colours available on request
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Accessory Slots

Accessory slots found on either side of 
cap for clip in faceshields and mount-
able earmuffs.

Chin Strap Hooks

Chin strap hooks for easy mounting of 
straps.

Lamp Bracket

Integrated lamp bracket on the front 
of the cap for miners lamps with a 
rear-mounted cable clip to house 
battery cable.

Gutter

Gutter to direct water or chemicals 
away from the neck and face.

FEATURES
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OUR LINERS

Ratchet Liner

These liners are built to adjust to any 
shape head allowing for superior 
comfort over long periods of time. 
The ratchet allows for 
single-handed tightening and 
loosening of the safety cap to 
preference. A brushed nylon 
sweatband provides a breathable 
seal around the forehead 
eliminating pressure headaches.

Pin Lock Liner

These pin lock safety caps are ideal 
for entry level use. The pin lock can 
be set multiple times allowing for 
easy adjusting over time without 
diminishing quality. A brushed nylon 
sweatband provides a breathable 
seal around the forehead 
eliminating pressure headaches.
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909C
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909CLB

909HLB
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909C CLEAR
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Introducing our new range Rhino Clear

Welcome to our new range of hard hats. With our ongoing research and 
development, we have developed this new range for our Rhino hard hat. Rhino Clear 
is a new concept that we have created for the industry. Manufactured from near 
indestructible Polycarbonate, this range allows for high penetration resistance as well 
as high impact protection. Coupled together with high heat resistance thanks due to 
the chemical makeup of the polymer used to manufacture this new range. The clear 
peak allows for visibility above the users head when climbing up ladders and 
scaffolding without the need to tilt the head far back, which may result in the hard hat 
falling off, or perhaps neck strain from over extending the neck backwards. The clear 
visibility of the hard hat also offers the ability to do a visual inspection inside of the unit 
to check for any damage to the inner lining, as well as for any contraband being 
taken into high risk areas.

The Rhino Clear hard hat can be fitted with our Rhino Ratchet liner or the standard 
entry level Rhino Pinlock liner.

See our colours available below.

STRENGTH COMFORT STYLE
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806C
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806CLB

806HLB
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SAFETY CAP VISOR

FACESHIELD
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FLIP FRONT WELDING HELMET

HANDHELD WELDING HELMET
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BUMP CAPS
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CLOTH BUMP CAPS
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GLOVE CLIPS
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WADEVILLE, JHB

Tel: +27 (0)11 824 2384
enquiries@pienaarbros.co.za

BLOEMFONTEIN

Tel: +27 (0)51 430 4793
ettiene@pienaarbros.co.za

RICHARDS BAY

Tel: +27 (0)35 789 8420
andy@pienaarbros.co.za

GABORONE

Tel: +267 316 6288
sales@pienaarbros.co.bw

MAPUTO

Tel: + 258 217 30306
hamish@pienaarbros.co.za

MIDDELBURG

Tel: +27 (0)13 282 8390 
louis@pienaarbros.co.za

PHALABORWA

Tel: +27 (0)15 781 0153
susan@pienaarbros.co.za

POLOKWANE

Tel: +27 (0)15 292 0237
tiaanb@pienaarbros.co.za

POTCHEFSTROOM

Tel: +27 (0)18 297 1995
ettiene@pienaarbros.co.za

PRETORIA/ CENTURION

Tel: +27 (0)12 653 2165 
neil@pienaarbros.co.za

FRANCISTOWN

Tel: + 267 240 6547
salesft@pienaarbros.co.bw

RUSTENBURG 

Tel: +27 (0)14 592 2549
jacquesm@pienaarbros.co.za

SECUNDA

Tel: +27 (0)17 638 1371
linda@pienaarbros.co.za 

STEELPOORT

Tel: +27 (0)13 007 1226
louisab@pienaarbros.co.za 

TETE

Tel: +258 252 20693
emilio.tete@pienaarbros.co.za

NEWCASTLE

Tel: +27 (0)34 312 2630
yvonne@pienaarbros.co.za

TZANEEN

Tel: +27 (0)15 307 1629
heidi@pienaarbros.co.za

VEREENIGING

Tel: +27 (0)16 455 3551
marietjie@pienaarbros.co.za

KATHU

Tel: +27 (0)84 359 0721
davidb@pienaarbros.co.za

PHAKALANE

Tel: + 267 391 2142/5
naomi@pienaarbros.co.bw

WHITE RIVER

Tel: +27 (0)13 758 1064
luke@pienaarbros.co.za

PIENAAR BROS NORTH 
BRANCHES


